
 
DURATION/COMMITMENT AGREEMENT 

 
 
Paws With A Cause® estimates that the working life of each dog to be approximately 10 years.  
The applicant should consider all facets of both having a dog and one that will work as an 
Assistance Dog.   
 

 Are you prepared to care for a dog every single day? 

There are no exceptions – Assistance Dogs, like all dogs, are living, breathing animals with 
unique personalities, needs and requirements. They require constant upkeep and no 
matter what, you must be prepared to meet their needs. It doesn’t matter if it’s raining, 
you’re having a “bad day,” there’s 4 feet of snow on the ground, it’s 90 degrees outside, 
you’re in the hospital or there’s a family emergency — your Assistance Dog MUST be cared 
and provided for.  Dogs need regular exercise and require you to take them out for 
multiple bathroom breaks – whether you are at home, at work, out shopping or attending 
an appointment.  You must be able to clean up after you dog after each break within a 
reasonable amount of time.   

 
Carefully consider how an Assistance Dog would fit into your lifestyle and family. They’re 
not an inanimate piece of equipment that always works flawlessly, and caring for them isn’t 
always convenient. Nonetheless, even when it’s difficult, hard, or stressful, you must be 
willing to accept full responsibility for your canine partner. Partnering with an Assistance 
Dog can have many advantages, but receiving the full benefit requires a degree of 
dedication many individuals can’t provide due to their unique situations, busy lives, 
personality or other reasons. 
 
Additionally, you must have plans in place in case of an emergency. What happens if you’re 
sick? Your Assistance Dog is ill? You’re unexpectedly hospitalized? You must have back-
ups in place to ensure your partner always receives the necessary care. 

 
 Am I financially able to take on the costs of caring for a dog for 10 to 15 years? 

 
There are many costs to consider when taking on an Assistance Dog.  There is the 
veterinary care, which includes annual vaccinations, dental care, heart worm medication 
and medical emergencies.  You will need to make sure that your home is a safe place where 
the dog will not get into unwanted items that may be poisonous or cause issues if ingested.   

For the general health of the dog, as well as, for public access – Assistance Dogs MUST be 
well groomed and free of any foul odor.  This includes the dog being brushed out well so as 
to not shed hair into the environment.  Depending on the breed of dog you receive, the dog 
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may need daily brushing, routine baths and regular groom haircuts.  The costs of these 
services should be researched in advance and fit within your budget and means.   

 Are you willing and able to accept the training and socialization obligations 

accompanying an Assistance Dog?  

Partnering with an Assistance Dog is an ongoing commitment. You’re going to have to 
work very hard to bond with, learn to communicate with, and maintain your canine 
partner’s training. Assistance Dogs possess highly trained, intricate and specialized skills 
and degrees of training. You must be willing to provide the practice time, boundaries and 
training to ensure your Assistance Dog won’t backslide in his training, have difficulty with 
public behavior or level of socialization. The more your Assistance Dog knows, in order to 
work for you and mitigate your disability, the more vital it is that you work on maintaining 
and enhancing his skills. 

Assistance Dogs Aren’t Always Perfect 

Assistance Dogs are not robots — you can’t program them and then leave them to run. 
Sometimes they have bad days. You have to provide the structure, guidelines and 
boundaries necessary for your partner to thrive and be able to serve you to the best of his 
ability. 

Dogs are living animals.  Whether a dog is a companion animal or an Assistance Dog, they 
will spill water bowls, shed hair, track through mud, drool, need exercise, want attention, 
get excited, etc.   

You must commit to upholding your Assistance Dog’s training, skills and behavior for the rest of 
his life, and to be willing to admit when you need professional help. 
 
Assistance Dogs must uphold very stringent standards, and sloppy or ill-behaved 
Assistance Dogs wreak havoc on the Assistance Dog community as a whole. You must 
commit to upholding your Assistance Dog’s training, skills and behavior for the rest of his 
life, and to be willing to admit when you need help. 
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 Are you prepared to always be the center of attention? 

Some people can experience being more “visible” in public because of the attention that an 
Assistance Dog draws.  At times, you may have experiences where a short trip may take 
longer because people may stop and ask you about your dog.  You need to consider your 
comfort level of being in public and having eyes drawn toward you and your canine 
partner.  

 

 Are you prepared to deal with conflict?  

While many people understand there will be access challenges while training, working and 
partnering with an Assistance Dog, many individuals are not prepared for the other areas 
of conflict they will encounter. You may encounter conflict at work, at school and 
anywhere else you frequent. You must be able to remain poised and professional when 
faced with conflict. 

You will want to consider if you are mentally and emotionally prepared to deal with the 
potential conflict that may arise from having an Assistance Dog. If not, partnering with an 
Assistance Dog may not be the best option for you. 

 


